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Solutions to the general second order nonlinear boundary value problems,
arising in many physical phenomena, such as dynamic programming, fluid flow over
a solid object, and heat transfer in a solid andror adjacent to a solid body in a
liquid, are obtained. Also, existence, uniqueness, and convergence results are
established by using quasilinearization and monotone iterative methods. Further-
more, examples are presented to demonstrate the application of the solution
techniques. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the method of quasilinearization which originated from
the study of Bellman has been an interesting and important area of
w xresearch. Bellman 1, 2 , introduced the method of quasilinearization and
obtained an explicit expression for the solution of the Riccati equation in
w xterms of the maximum operator. Subsequently, Bellman and Kalaba 3
w xand Kalaba 4 generalized these results and obtained a solution formula
for a wide class of nonlinear first order differential equations. In 1990 and
w x1991, Garg and Rajagopal 5, 6 used the method of quasilinearization and
the orthonormalization technique to solve nonlinear boundary value prob-
lems arising in non-Newtonian fluid flow past a plate andror a wedge.
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w xRecently, Lakshmikantham et al. 7]10 refined, generalized, and ex-
tended the method of quasilinearization, so as to be applicable to a wide
w xclass of problems. Also, recently, Anderson and Sandquist 11 gave an-
other refinement to the method of quasilinearization in which the authors
w xobtained explicit solution for the problem of Bellman and Kalaba 3 . Very
w xrecently, Mohapatra et al. 12, 13 extended the method of quasilineariza-
tion for first order initial value problems and obtained rapid convergence
of monotone sequences. They offered a unified treatment of this method
so that many of the previously published papers on the method of
quasilinearization for the first order initial value problems can now be
shown to have the same central theme.
w xLakshmikantham and Shahzad 14 studied the general two-point bound-
 .ary value problem BVP for short
w xyu0 s f t , u , u9 , u 0 s a, u 1 s b , t g I ' 0, 1 1.1 .  .  .  .
w x  .and extended the method of quasilinearization in 3 to 1.1 . But in their
set up, the function f is assumed to be uniformly convex in both u and u9,
and the so-constructed sequence has to be monotonic in both its iterates
and the derivative of iterates in order to offer quadratic convergence,
which seems to be too restrictive in applications for example, fluid flow
w x w x.problems 15, 16 and convective heat transfer problems 17, 18 . There-
fore, our objective in this research is two-fold. On the one hand, we shall
 .revisit the BVP 1.1 and use a different approach to construct sequences
 .which converge uniformly and quadratically to the unique solution of 1.1
under different but less restrictive assumptions on f. On the other hand,
we will generalize these results to second order nonlinear systems arising
in nonlinear natural convective flows. The results obtained from the latter
will be presented in a follow-up paper. In Section 2 we present some of the
 .preliminary results for our work , main results, and examples.
2. PRELIMINARIES, MAIN RESULTS, AND EXAMPLES
 .Consider the BVP 1.1 . We first state some known results for our later
discussion.
2w xDEFINITION 2.1. A function ¨ g C I, R is called a lower solution of
 .1.1 if
y¨ 0 F f t , ¨ , ¨ 9 , ¨ 0 F a, ¨ 1 F b , t g I. .  .  .
If the above inequalities are reversed, then ¨ is called an upper solution.
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that
 .  .i ¨ , w are lower and upper solutions of 1.1 ;
 .  .  .ii f t, u, u9 is strictly decreasing in u for any t, u9 g I = R.
 .  .Then, ¨ t F w t on I.
w xProof. This result is a special case of 19, Theorem 2.1.1 . Indeed,
0  .suppose it is not true. Then, there exist a t g I ' 0, 1 and an e ) 00
 .  .  .  .such that ¨ t s w t q e and ¨ t F w t q e for t g I. Therefore, at0 0
0  .  .  .  .t g I , ¨ 9 t s w9 t and ¨ 0 t F w0 t . As a result,0 0 0 0 0
0 Fy ¨ 0 t yw0 t F f t , ¨ t , ¨ 9 t y f t , w t , w9 t -0, .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
which is a contradiction.
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that
 .  .i ¨ , w are lower and upper solutions of 1.1 such that ¨ F w on I;
 .  .  .ii f t, u, u9 satisfies a Nagumo condition relati¨ e to ¨ , w , that is,
w  .xthere exists an h g C R , 0, ` such thatq
` sds
< < < <f t , u , u9 F h u9 for t g I , ¨ F u F w and s `. .  . H h s .
 .  .  .  .Then, there exists a solution u of 1.1 such that ¨ t F u t F w t and
<  . <u9 t F N on I, where N depends only on ¨ , w, and h.
THEOREM 2.1. Assume the following hold:
 .  .i a , b are lower and upper solutions of 1.1 such that a F b0 0 0 0
on I.
 . w  .xii There exist functions h , h g C r , 0, ` such that1 2 q
< < < < < < < <f t , u , u9 F h u9 and f t , u , u9 F h u9 , 2.1 .  .  .  .  .1 u 2
for t g I and a F u F b on I, and0 0
` sds
s `, 2.2 .H C h s q C h s q C .  .2 1 2 2 0
where C , C , C ) 0 are constants.0 1 2
 . w x  .iii f g C V = R, R is such that f t, u, u9 exists and is continuous,uu
 .  . w xand f t, u, u9 G 0 for t, u, u9 g V = yC, C , where V su u
 .  .  . 4t, u : a t FuFb t , tg I and C is the constant satisfying C ) max0 0
 < X < < X <4N, max a , max b , N being the Nagumo constant related to h , a , b .0 0 1 0 0
I I
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 .  . w xMoreo¨er, f t, u, u9 F yl - 0 for t, u, u9 g V = yC, C , where l de-u
pends only on a , b .0 0
 .  .iv f t, u, u9 is monotone nondecreasing in u9 for u9 F 0 and mono-
 .tone nonincreasing in u9 for u9 G 0, where t, u g V. Moreo¨er, there exist
w x w xh g R , R and f g I, R such that0 q q q
< < < <f t , u , u9 y f t , u , ¨ 9 F f t h u9 y ¨ 9 , 2.3 .  .  .  .  .0
 .  .  .where h satisfies h 0 s 0 and f depends on t, u , t, ¨ g V, u9 and ¨ 9.0 0
 4Then, there exists a monotone sequence a which con¨erges uniformly to then
 .unique solution of 1.1 and the con¨ergence is quadratic.
 .  .  .Remark 2.1. i The first inequality in 2.1 together with 2.2 implies
 .that f satisfies the assumptions in Lemma 2.2 for t, u g V. Therefore,
the Nagumo constant N exists and depends only on h , a , b . The1 0 0
 .  .second inequality in 2.1 is necessary as can be seen from f t, u, u9 s
 .2  < < .u9 exp y u9 u .
 .  .  .  . a  .ii In 2.3 , h s may take the form h s s s , a ) 0. Also, f t0 0
does not need to be uniformly bounded as will be seen from the proof
 .  .below. In the case 0 - a F 1 and f t F L for some constant L ) 0, 2.3
 .  .  .implies the first inequality in 2.1 since we may choose h s s Lh s q K,1 0
 .where K is a constant. When a s 1, 2.3 is equivalent to a Lipschitz
 .condition of f t, u, u9 in u9.
Proof. Let us consider the quasilinear BVP
yaY s f t , a , q a X q f t , a , q a X a y a ' F t , a , a X ; a .  .  .  . .  .1 0 1 u 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
a 0 s a and a 1 s b , 2.4 .  .  .1 1
where
 4q u9 ' max yC , min u9, C , a F u F b . 4 . 0 0
 .We first prove that there exists a unique solution a of 2.4 . Since1
< X < < X <a - C and b - C, we have0 0
yaY F f t , a , a X s F t , a , a X ; a .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
and
F t , b , b X ; a y f t , b , b X .  .0 0 0 0 0
s f t , a , b X q f t , a , b X b y a y f t , b , b X .  .  .  .0 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 0
F f t , a , b X a y b q f t , a , b X b y a s 0, .  .  .  .u 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0
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which implies
yb Y G F t , b , b X ; a . .0 0 0 0
 .Here, we have used the convexity of f t, u, u9 in u. Therefore, a , b are0 0
 .lower and upper solutions of 2.4 , respectively. To show F satisfies a
<  .  . <Nagumo condition, we let C s max b t ya t . Then, for a F¨ Fb ,2 0 0 0 0
I
< < < < < <F t , ¨ , ¨ 9; a F h q ¨ 9 q C h q ¨ 9 . .  .  . .  .0 1 2 2
 < <.  <  . <.  <  . <.Let H ¨ 9 s h q ¨ 9 q C h q ¨ 9 . We have1 2 2
` `sds sds sdsC
s q s `.H H HH s h s q C h s h C q C h C .  .  .  .  .C1 2 2 1 2 2
Hence, F satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.2, which guarantees the
 . < X <existence of a solution a of 2.4 such that a F a b and a F N ,1 0 1 0 1 0
 X .where N depends only on a , b , h , and h . Since F t, a , a ; a is0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0
strictly decreasing in a , Lemma 2.1 ensures the uniqueness of solution.1
Now, suppose that for k s n, there exists a unique solution of
yaY s f t , a , q a X q f t , a , q a X a y a .  .  . .  .n ny1 n u ny1 n n ny1
' F t , a , a X ; a , .n n ny1
a 0 s a and a 1 s b , such that a F a F b .  .n n ny1 n ny1
< X < and a F N , where N is chosen as before the possibility and validity ofn 0 0
w x.choosing the same N can be seen from the proof of 20, Theorem 1.4.1 .0
For k s n q 1, consider the BVP
yaY s f t , a , q a X q f t , a , q a X a y a .  .  . .  .nq1 n nq1 u n nq1 nq1 n
' F t , a , a X ; a , .nq1 nq1 n
a 0 s 2 and a 1 s b. 2.5 .  .  .nq1 nq1
 .Using convexity of f t, u, u9 in u, we can show that a and b are lowern 0
 .and upper solutions of 2.5 , respectively. Arguing as above, we can assert
 .that there exists a unique solution a of 2.5 such that a F a F bnq1 n nq1 0
< X <on I and a F N . By induction and employing the standard argumentsnq1 0
 w x.  4see Ladde et al. 19 , we conclude that a is a monotone nondecreasingn
 .sequence which converges uniformly to the unique solution of 1.1 .
 4To prove the quadratic convergence of a , we let p s u y a . Noten n n
that p G 0 on I.n
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Then,
ypY s y u0 y aY s f t , u , u9 y f t , a , q a X .  .  . .nq1 nq1 n nq1
y f t , a , q a X a y a .  . .u n nq1 nq1 n
s f t , u , u9 y f t , u , q a X q f t , u , q a X .  .  . .  .nq1 nq1
y f t , a , q a X q f t , a , q a X u y a .  .  . .  .n nq1 u n nq1 nq1
y f t , a , q a X u y a . .  . .u n nq1 n
 .  .In view of the definition of q u9 and using assumption iv , we have
X X < X <yf t , u , q a s yf t , u , a , if a F C .  . .nq1 nq1 nq1
and
X X < X <yf t , u , q a F yf t , u , a , if a ) C. .  . .nq1 nq1 nq1
Therefore,
Y X < X < X 2yp F f t , a , q a p qf t h p q f t , j , q a p .  .  . . .  .nq1 u n nq1 nq1 0 nq1 uu nq1 n
< X < 5 5 2F yl p q f t h p q K p , .  .nq1 0 nq1 n
 .  .with p 0 s p 1 s 0, where a - j - u, K ) 0 is a constant suchnq1 nq1 n
 . w x 5 5 <  . <that 0 F f F K for t, u, u9 g V = yC, C , and p s max p t . Letuu n n
I
 .5 5 2W s Krl p . It is easy to see thatn
< < 5 5 2yW0 s ylW q f t h W9 q K p , W 0 ) 0 and W 1 ) 0. .  .  .  .0 n
By Lemma 2.1, we get
K 25 5p t F W s p , for t g I , .nq1 nl
which is the desired inequality. This completes the proof of the theorem.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider
2 2yuyu0 s e y 4 u9 r 1 q u9 q sin t , u 0 s u 1 s 0 on I. .  .  .  . .
2.6 .
 .Denote by f t, u, u9 the right-hand side of the equation. Choose a s 00
and b s t. It is easy to check that a , b are lower and upper solutions0 0 0
 .of 2.6 , respectively. Also, all assumptions in Theorem 2.1 relative to f are
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satisfied. For instance, f s yeyu F y1re - 0 for a F u F b on I andu 0 0
X   .2 .2f s y4u9r 1 q u9 , which implies f is nondecreasing in u9 for u9 F 0u
and nonincreasing in u9 for u9 G 0. Hence, Theorem 2.1 is applicable to
 .2.6 .
We observe that, in the case f is concave in u, we can employ a similar
 4argument to construct a monotone sequence b which converges uni-n
 .formly and quadratically from above to the unique solution of 1.1 . This
result is presented in the next theorem. Since the proof follows almost the
same lines, we choose to omit the details.
 .  .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that assumptions i and ii of Theorem 2.1 hold
and in addition,
 . w x  .iii 9 f g C V = R, R is such that f t, u, u9 exists and is continuous,uu
 .  . w x  .  .and f t, u, u9 F 0 for t, u, u9 g V = yC, C , where V s t, u : a tuu 0
 . 4F u F b t , t g I and C is the constant satisfying C )0
 < X < < X <4max N, max a , max b , N being the Nagumo constant related to h , a ,0 0 1 0
I I
 .  . w xb . Moreo¨er, f t, u, u9 F yl - 0 for t, u, u9 g V = yC, C , where l0 u
depends only on a , b .0 0
 .  .iv 9 f t, u, u9 is monotone nonincreasing in u9 for u9 F 0 and nonde-
 .creasing in u9 for u9 G 0, where t, u g V. Moreo¨er, there exist h g0
w x w xR , R and f g I, R such thatq q q
< < < <f t , u , u9 y f t , u , ¨ 9 F f t h u9 y ¨ 9 , .  .  .  .0
 .  .  .where h satisfies h s 0 and f depends on t, u , t, ¨ g V, u9 and ¨ 9.0 0
 4Then, there exists a monotone sequence b which con¨erges uniformly fromn
 .abo¨e to the unique solution of 1.1 and the con¨ergence is quadratic.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider
u < < 2 2 2yu0 s f t , u , u9 'ye q u9 t yu q t , u 0 su 1 s0 on I. .  .  .  .
2.7 .
We observe that a s 0 and b s t are also the lower and upper solutions0 0
 .of 2.7 . Also,
u < <f s ye y 2 u9 F 0uu
and
u < < 0f s ye y 2u u9 F ye s y1 - 0,u
for 0 F u F t. The test of the hypotheses in Theorem 2.2 can be easily
 .verified. Therefore, we can apply the theorem to BVP 2.7 .
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